What RESOURCES can our LiDA Community offer to support educators during the pandemic?

Wednesday, September 16, 3:30-4:30 pm EST

TO REGISTER go to: https://www.rochester.edu/warner/lida/programs/lida-colloquium-series/

As it has been our tradition, this first event of the year will provide an opportunity for LiDA Community members to share updates and reconnect. In addition, given the unique circumstances of this start of the school year, we have included a more specific focus on sharing resources we can offer and/or have found valuable to leverage technology in support of remote learning - so we can be better prepared for the coming year.

To make the best use of our limited synchronous time, we invite participants prior to our Zoom meeting to post a brief introduction, updates, and links to resources they want to share, in the following Google doc:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N1JEzbpzX2-pv77mYwXdH5JhYyIuGtZiq5bwFG5ZFuc/edit?usp=sharing

Please also review what has been posted in this Google doc prior to our Zoom session – as a way to gather valuable background information we can all build on for our synchronous conversations.

The Zoom session will follow the following format:

- **Introduction**: Welcome and framing of the session
- **Conversation starters**: A diverse group of panelists will briefly identify examples of complementary types of resources that can support educators in these challenging times
- **Small group conversations**: Participants will be randomly assigned to Zoom’s breakout rooms to discuss the question in the title, informed by the conversation starters and prior postings as well as members’ specific interests and experiences
- **Individual take-aways.**

Please join us in this public and free “start-of-the-year” event!